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Bing Shopping Program On-boarding 

 
There are two ways to list your products with us: 

Account Review 

Complete Registration 
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Create Bing 
Shopping account 

Create Bing data 
feed 
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activate account 

Submit data feed 

Merchant Merchant 

C Go Live!: freeshop@microsoft.com 

Merchant MS Review Team 

Contact 
Shopping.com 

Submit data feed 
to Shopping.com 

Merchant Merchant 
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Please visit the Bing Shopping FAQ page for a complete list of questions and answers: 

http://advertising.microsoft.com/bing-merchant-faqs 

 

For additional questions regarding feed creation and merchant best practices in the Bing 

Shopping program, we highly recommend you visit our merchant help forum: 

http://community.microsoftadvertising.com/forums/31.aspx 

 

It’s a great place to collaborate with the Bing Merchant Community! 

 

For more information on the Bing shopping program, please visit our page: 

http://advertising.microsoft.com/search-advertising/bing-shopping 

 

Merchant FAQ and Help Forum 

Important References 

 Data Feed Detail Specifications 

 Data Feed Example and Guidelines 

 Feed Submission Methods and Setup 

 Shopping.com Partnership 
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1) Shopping.com Partnership 
 

How to list your products through SDC 

 



We recommend submitting offers to our strategic partner, Shopping.com! 

 

Bing Shopping is committed to being the best starting point for people that want to make 

informed decisions and complete shopping related tasks. In that spirit, we are thrilled to 

announce a new partnership with Shopping.com that enhances our existing merchant listing 

program. 

 
With this new partnership we are making the following changes to benefit you and the Bing shopper: 

1. Higher visibility: Paid offers will be highlighted throughout Bing Shopping, including search 
result and product pages. Look for additional visibility, such as exposure within Bing’s editorial 
content and rich product ad placements in the near future. We are prioritizing offers ingested from 
Shopping.com for these new opportunities. 
 

2. Quality experience: Better data helps power a richer and more engaging experience for all of 
our users. We are leveraging Shopping.com’s unified product and offer data to deliver the highest 
quality customer experience while continuing to maximize selection through our existing program. 
 

3. Efficiency: You will now be able to manage your feeds using Shopping.com’s industry-leading 
tools across Bing Shopping and the Shopping.com network. 

 
To take advantage of this opportunity, contact Shopping.com at merchantsupport@shopping.com. 
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SDC Partnership 

mailto:merchantsupport@shopping.com?subject=Bing Shopping


Q) How can I get access to the new higher visibility placements? 

A) You may already have it! All merchants currently working with Shopping.com will be eligible for the new 
placements. While no further action is necessary, we encourage merchants to consider submitting their entire 
catalogue to Bing Shopping through Shopping.com. 

Q) What happens to the offers I provide Bing Shopping if I work with Shopping.com or another aggregator? 

A) Shopping.com is our lead partner. This means that as a result, in cases where duplicate offers exist, offers 
from Shopping.com will be selected as the customer visible offer over those provided directly to Bing Shopping 
or by other aggregators. In the instance where a merchant’s offers are not available via Shopping.com, offers 
from PriceGrabber are eligible for the new placements. Normal click fees will apply for paid offers. 

Q) Will I need to submit my free Bing feed if my Shopping.com offers are displaying? 

A) If your current Bing feed is the same as your Shopping.com feed, then there is no need to send us your Bing 
feed anymore. However, if there are differences, you should modify your Bing feed to include only the items not 
found in your Shopping.com feed. Duplicate offers will not display in favor of your Shopping.com feed. 

Q) Have the Bing Shopping Merchant Data Feed Terms of Use changed as a result of this program? 

A) No. The Bing Shopping Terms of Use for feeds that you send directly to Bing Shopping (rather than an 
aggregator or other third party) have not changed as a result of this program and all rules and restrictions will 
continue to apply. 

Q) If I need support, who do I go to? 

A) If you have an existing relationship with Shopping.com please consult with their support first. Shopping.com 
support can be reached at: merchantsupport@shopping.com. You can also contact Bing Shopping directly 
using our Bing Shopping Support page. 
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SDC Partnership FAQ 

mailto:merchantsupport@shopping.com
https://support.microsoft.com/contactus/emailcontact.aspx?scid=sw;en;1766&ws=bingmerchant
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2) Bing Shopping Registration and Account Setup 
 

How to list your products directly 



1. Go to https://adcenter.microsoft.com/ and click Sign up now to create an adCenter account 

A Bing Shopping Registration  
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Note: During registration you will be asked to submit a Credit Card (only valid credit cards – do not enter dashes). This is only a 

requirement for creating an adCenter account and your credit card will not be charged for using the Bing shopping program. 

 

https://adcenter.microsoft.com/
https://adcenter.microsoft.com/


2.  After creating an adCenter account and completing registration, log into your new adCenter 

account, click the Tools tab, and select Bing Shopping Account Management. 

A Bing Shopping Registration 
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Note: If you don‟t see this link, please refer to the FAQ on page 56 for troubleshooting steps. 



3.  Click [Create New] for the account you wish to create your Bing Shopping Account in  

A Bing Shopping Registration 
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Note: You will only see this page if you have multiple accounts. Otherwise, you will be directed to the Account Set Up page. 

 



4. Merchants creating a new Bing Shopping account must choose Create new account, fill out the 

form, upload a logo, and click Finish.  Merchants with an existing (older platform) account must 

refer to pages 49-54 to migrate their account. 

A Bing Shopping Account Setup 
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5.  Review your Store Settings and click Save if any changes are made. 

B Store Setting Tab 
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6.  Configure your Feed/Catalog settings and click Save. Refer to pages 32-41 for more information. 

B Catalog Management Tab 
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7.  Create your FTP credentials (if applicable) and click Save. 

B FTP Settings Tab 
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Note: FTP passwords must be at least 6 characters long, alphanumeric , and include a special character. 



8.  Choose all categories applicable to your store from the Categories list and click Save. 

B Categories Tab 
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Note: Once you select a category, your store will appear on the stores list within a few days. 

 

http://www.bing.com/shopping/pages/stores.aspx?FORM=R5FD4


9.  Configure your Tax settings (if needed) and click Save. 

B Tax Tab 
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Note: Tax information in your catalog will override these settings. This step is not mandatory for publishing or 

account activation. 

 



10.  Configure your Shipping information (if needed) and click Save. 

B Shipping Tab 
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Note: Shipping information in your catalog will override these settings. This step is also not mandatory for 

publishing or account activation. 

 



11.  You can see your catalog Performance Feedback after your account is active and publishing. 

B Performance Feedback Tab 
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Final Steps and Activation 
  

Once you have completed creating a Bing shopping account: 
 

1. Your initial registration will be reviewed by the Bing Shopping Review Team and 
you will receive an email regarding your account status within 2-3 business days. 

2. Create your data feed according to the feed example guidelines and specifications. 

3. Once your account is approved and activated, you will receive notification to the 
email address provided in adCenter. You can then login using your FTP credentials 
and upload a feed. Or you can provide a source URL to setup the Microsoft 
download method. Please refer to page 32 for explicit instructions on submitting 
feeds. 

4. Your products will appear on Bing Shopping within 7-14 business days from your 
first upload. After that, every feed update may take up to 48 hours to take effect. 
  
**Note: only if your products can be automatically matched (based on MPN, UPC, ISBN and 
etc.), they will be processed and shown on the Bing Shopping site within 7-14 business days; 
otherwise, it may take longer. Assuring all required fields are accurately populated, entering the 
proper MerchantCategory and keeping the required information up to date will reduce the 
processing time. 

5. Feel free to contact freeshop@microsoft.com for onboarding questions and 
freehelp@microsoft.com for support inquiries. 
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C Final Onboarding 

mailto:freeshop@microsoft.com
mailto:freehelp@microsoft.com
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Data Feed Requirements and Specifications 
 

How to create a Bing shopping data feed 



Data Feed Attributes Quick Chart 

   
Header Value Required Description Data Type 

Min 
Length/ 

Value 

Max 
Length/Val

ue 

Sample Additional Notes 

MerchantProductID or 

MPID 

REQUIRED Merchant Product ID. The ID 

you assign to a product 

covers the course of that 

product’s lifetime and should 

be consistent between feed 

updates.   

  Text 1 100 X53109 Any ID is acceptable as long as it is unique per item for 

the merchant.  MPID may contain numerical and 

alphanumerical characters. 

Title REQUIRED The product name or in the 

case of a book, magazine, 

DVD, CD, game, etc., the 

title. 

  Text 1 255 Kenneth Banks Black 

Men’s Dress Shirt 

Ensure titles are unique and descriptive enough to 

maximize your chance of display. No text fields should 

be wrapped in quotes. 

Brand or 

BrandorManufacturer 

Recommended Should only contain the 

product manufacturer’s 

name, brand name or 

publisher’s name. 

  Text 0 255 Kenneth Banks  An accurate Brand name is critical, even in the case of 

store brands.  In the case of “store branded” items, its 

possible it may be the same as merchant’s name. If 

not, the actual brand name should be used. 

MPN Recommended Manufacturer assigned part 

number for this product. 

  Text 0 255  ADNK-5020 Clothing offers can use Manufacturer’s Style number in 

this field. 

UPC Recommended Universal Product Code. 

Only 8 and 12 digit codes are 

supported. 

Numerical 0 12 123456789999 Do not add or subtract numbers, insert any characters, 

or separate the UPC code. 

ISBN Recommended International Standard Book 

Number. 

Numerical 0 13 978-0441019717  10 or 13 digit ISBNs.  The ISBN is matched to other 

offers with the identical ISBN - significantly improving 

your customer’s ability to locate your product. Use for 

books, CDs, DVD. 

SKU or MerchantSKU    Recommended Used to refer to different 

versions of the same product, 

often to denote different sizes 

or colors. 

Text 0 255 1234B   

ProductURL REQUIRED Link to your website where a 

potential buyer can complete 

the purchase of your product. 

Text 0 2000 http://www1.mercha
ntname.com/catalog/
product/index.ognc?I
D=538887&CategoryI

D=1443 

Please use fully qualified URL. URL should go 

directly to the product page on your site where the 

customer may purchase the item listed. The URL 

should be HTTP or HTTPS only. No IP addresses. 

Price REQUIRED The base price, excluding tax 

and shipping of the product.   

Decimal 0.01 15.00 Please use two decimal places only, Bing may round 

up.  Commas are acceptable. IE: 1,200.00,.  USD is 

expected and assumed. Do not put  dollar sign ($) or 

other symbols in field. 
 

Data Feed 
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Data Feed Attributes Quick Chart (Continued) 
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Header Value Required Description Data Type 
Min 

Length 

Max 
Length 

Sample Additional Notes 

Availability or 

StockStatus 

Recommended The current availability for 

the offer. Choose only one 

of following values: In Stock; 

Out of Stock; Pre-Order; 

Back-Order 

Text 0 15 In Stock Acceptable values are In Stock; Out of Stock; Pre-

Order; Back-Order.  At least 50% of your offers 

must be in stock at the time of onboarding. 

Description REQUIRED Please include a detailed 

description of your offer. 

Text 1 5,000 Slim hour markers ring the 

ebony face of this small 

wall clock with soft 

brushed metal frame.   

Glass, metal and ABS 

plastic. Requires 1 AA 

battery (not included) 

No HTML coding. Ensure no descriptions are 

wrapped in quotes. Please do not include 

promotional text. 

ImageURL REQUIRED The image your customers 

see on the Bing Shopping 

site if your offer does not 

match to another item in our 

catalog. Supported types: 

BMP, GIF, EXIF, JPG, PNG 

and TIFF. 

 

String 0 1000 http://www.site.com/ima

ges/productimage1.jpg 

220X220 pixels or larger. We may alter the size for 

optimal display on our website. No IP addresses, 

“No Image”, watermarks, or free shipping text. If 

the underlying image changes, the URL must also 

change otherwise, old image may continue to be 

used. The Bingbot must be allowed to crawl your 

site or your offers will not display. 

Shipping Recommended The lowest amount a 

customer would pay to have 

the product shipped to them. 

This attribute will override 

any info set in the Shipping 

tab of your Bing shopping 

account. 

Text 0 255 US:::7.95 Each shipping attribute group must be separated 

with a comma and the four sub-attributes by 

colons such as: Country:Region:Service:Price. 

The rate and three colons are required even for 

blank values. Do not enclose values in quotations. 

More details on page 25. 

 

MerchantCategory Recommended Your category hierarchy for 

this product. The category 

hierarchy usually does not 

change over the lifetime of a 

product. 

Note:  Please send only the 

primary category (most 

relevant, most descriptive) 

to which this offer should be 
assigned. 

Text / 

Delimiter 

0 255 Home > Electronics > 

DVD Player 

Acceptable delimiters are pipe, comma, greater 

than. Examples are |   ,   > 

ShippingWeight Recommended The weight of the product in 

pounds 

Decimal 0 10,000.00  1.25 Weight is in pounds. Ounces should be given as a 

fraction of a pound. Please take ounce 

measurement no further than two decimal places.  

Avoid the use of leading zeros.   
 

Data Feed 
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Data Feed Attributes Quick Chart (Continued) 
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Header Value Required Description Data Type 
Min 

Length 

Max 
Length 

Sample Additional Notes 

Condition 

 

 

 

Recommended The condition of your 

product. Should be specified 

in all cases when possible. 

Text 0  15 New Acceptable condition values are: Used; Collectable; 

Open Box; Refurbished; Remanufactured 

 
Currently Bing Shopping shows only new products. 

If not specified, Bing Shopping assumes the 

product is new.  

B_Category or 

BingCategory 
Optional Bing Shopping Category. 

Bing’s list of categories to 

match your product to Bing’s 
standardized structure.   

Text 0  255 Clothing & Shoes 

 

Ideally, all your products in one Merchant Category 

align to one B_Category.  Structure may change 

over time.  

 

Acceptable delimiters are pipe, comma, greater 

than.  IE:   |   ,   > 
 

Tax Recommended The tax amount you will 

charge per each item. This 

attribute will override any 

info set in the Tax tab of 

your Bing shopping account. 

 

Text 0 255 US::8.25:y Each tax attribute group must be separated with a 

comma and the four sub-attributes by colons such 

as: Country:Region:Rate:Tax_Ship. The rate and 

three colons are required even for blank values. Do 

not enclose values in quotations. More details on 

page 25. 

 

This attribute is available for feeds targeting the US 

only. Please do not use this attribute otherwise. 

Data Feed 
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Each tax or shipping attribute group consists of four sub-attributes. Separate each sub-attribute with a colon, and 

each attribute group with a comma. Do not enclose sub-attribute values within quotations and provide numbers 

limited to 2 decimal places. All colons, even for blank values, are required. 
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Data Feed 

Tax Attribute Group 

Name Requirement Description Examples 

country optional The country an item is taxed in (as an ISO 3166 country code – only for US at this time) US 

region optional 
The geographic region that a tax rate applies to, e.g., in the US, the two-letter state abbreviation, ZIP 

code, or ZIP code range using * wildcard 
CA, 946* 

rate required The tax rate as a percent of the item price, i.e., number, as a percentage 5.00 

tax_ship optional Boolean value for whether you charge tax on shipping, y for yes or n for no - the default value is n y 

No tax world wide =  ::0: 

No tax US wide =  US::0: 

Multiple variables are allowed =  US:CA:8.25:y,US:926*:8.75:y 

Shipping Attribute Group 

Name Requirement Description Examples 

country optional The country to which an item will be delivered (as an ISO 3166 country code) US 

region optional 
The geographic region that a tax rate applies to, e.g., in the US, the two-letter state abbreviation, ZIP 

code, or ZIP code range using * wildcard 
MA, 980* 

service optional The service class or delivery speed Ground 

price required Fixed delivery price (assumes the same currency as the price attribute) 7.95 

No shipping world wide =  :::0 

No shipping US wide =  US:::0 

Multiple variables are allowed = US:024*:Ground:7.95,US:MA:Ground:5.95  

Tax & Shipping 
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Please read these common issues and key reminders to successfully publish your products: 
 

 Ensure you include all six required columns in orange above (products without all six will not display) 

 Your feed must be only one of three file types: .txt, .zip, or txt.gz (we do not accept xml, xlsx, csv, etc) 

 Open your feed in Notepad or Notepad++ and remove any extra tabs you have at the end of each row 

 No $ sign in the price values and no lbs in shipping weights (only numbers limited to 2 decimal places) 

 No quotations wrapping any value and no HTML encoding (copy the data from excel and paste it into a new notepad or 

notepad++ document to easily remove the quotations) 

 Do not include invalid columns such as: color, quantity, etc (use only the attributes above) 

 Make sure you do not misspell the header row titles (no spaces before/after/between words) 

 Submit a feed in DOS/Windows formatting and UTF-8 encoding. No UNIX or MAC ANSI (use Notepad++ to check this) 

Bing Shopping Feed Example and Guidelines 

Click here for the PDF version of the feed example 

MPID Title Brand MPN UPC ISBN SKU ProductURL Price Availability Description ImageURL Shipping MerchantCategory B_Category ShippingWeight Condition Tax 

1064 
Cuisinart Chef's 7-

Piece Cookware Set 
Cuisinart 9945 137639203748 10006 

http://www.merchant.

com/product.html 
19.99 In Stock 

Premium cookware with classic 

style but modern technology - 

endorsed by chef Paul Bocuse. 

http://images.merc

hant.com/image.gif 
US:::6.99 Home | Kitchen 

Kitchen & 

Housewares 
2.52 New US::0: 

1019 
All-Clad LTD Oval 

Bakers, Set of 2 
All-Clad 9945 056473826491 10021 

http://www.merchant.

com/product.html 
29.97 Out of Stock 

This pair of 7 inch bakers is great 

to have on hand when you're 

cooking for two. 

http://images.merc

hant.com/image.gif 
US:::2.99 Home | Kitchen 

Kitchen & 

Housewares 
1.51 New US::8.9: 

http://advertising.microsoft.com/WWDocs/User/en-us/ForAdvertisers/BingShoppingFeedExample.pdf
http://www.merchant.com/
http://www.merchant.com/
http://images.merchant.com/image.gif
http://images.merchant.com/image.gif
http://www.merchant.com/
http://www.merchant.com/
http://images.merchant.com/image.gif
http://images.merchant.com/image.gif


 

 

Freshness:  

• We recommend you update your catalog feed daily, but at minimum you must refresh it every 30 days 

• Update your catalog data feed whenever product information changes (IE: price) to ensure consistency 

between the Bing Shopping site and your store site 

• It might take some time (up to 48 hours) for the Bing Shopping backend to consume the data feed so the 

updates will not show up on the shopping site instantly 

• First time feeds may take longer to appear publicly as they are matched with similar products and published 
 

File Name 

You can choose any filename you desire. We recommend you use “bingshopping.txt” as best practice. However, 

Only the following 3 types of files are accepted: 

• bingshopping.txt (if uncompressed) 

• bingshopping.zip (if ZIP compressed) 

• bingshopping.txt.gz (if GZIP compressed) 
 

Format (click here for feed example and guidelines): 

• Header row is required  (no spaces before, after or between header row titles) 

• Each line can only contain one product listing and end with CRLF (no empty lines, spaces or tab at end of row) 

• Bing Shopping requires six columns and highly recommends 11 additional columns 

• TAB-delimited only, and ensure there are no “quotes” surrounding fields 

• Formatted in Dos\Windows with UTF-8 Character Set/Encoding (no UNIX or MACINTOSH formatting) 

• Feed updates will completely replace the previous upload (Incremental updates are not currently supported) 

 

 

Data Feed 
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Catalog Data Feed - Overview 

 



Important To Know Before You Start… 

We create the Bing Shopping experience by matching your offers to our catalog using the information 

you send us via your data feed. We suggest you include as much information about each offer in your 

feed as possible. Below are the fields we require and those we recommend. Please also refer to the feed 

example (click here) and review all requirements to successfully pass validation. 
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Data Feed 

Required fields 

 

MerchantProductID 

Description 

ProductURL 

ImageURL 

Price 

Title 

 

Recommended fields 

 

Brand 

MPN 

UPC 

ISBN 

SKU 

Availability 

Shipping 

MerchantCategory 

ShippingWeight 

Condition 

B_Category 

 
NEW! Bing mobile has developed a new application to allow shoppers scan a product barcode and 

retrieve merchant offer results. By providing UPC in your Bing shopping catalog you allow them to 

improve your product search on both Bing.com and mobile engines. 

  



Use of Headers: 

A header row is required and will greatly reduce the risk of column shifting. Ensure column titles do not 

contain any spaces before/after/between words. 
Exception: header row is not required and should not be included for cashback formatted data feeds. 

 

Limit Title and Description: 

We use the Bing Shopping Title and Description in our catalog. Please do not include merchant specific 

or promotional information in your product description; it will not improve your results.   

 

All product titles should be standardized, with the first letter of every word capitalized, such as:  

Manufacturer or Brand/Model Number/Product Category     

 IE: Gateway GM5626 Desktop Computer  

 IE: Nikon Coolpix L15 Digital Camera  

 

Image URL‟s 

Image URL’s must link to a valid and crawlable image in order for the offer to be displayed on the site. If no 

valid image exists for a specific offer, please remove that offer from your data feed until an image is available.  

 

Give Us Detailed Category Information: 

The Bing Shopping offer feed format gives merchants two opportunities to indicate the category of each offer – 

Merchant Category and Bing Category.  We recommend using both to enhance our information about your 

products and ability to make them visible to our search engine.  The better your category data, the better your 

relevance!   See Optimizing Your Offers For Search in the following section. 

 

Key Identifiers: 

Be sure to use as many unique identifiers as possible.  Providing information such as ISBN, UPC, and MPN 

will assure the best item matching to our catalog. 

Best Practices Data Feed 
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To practice good data management, it is important to provide enough information in your feed to allow 

us to properly display your offers in our Bing Shopping Catalog. 

  

When shoppers search for offers, the Bing Shopping full-text search feature chooses products to 

feature in the search results list based on relevance. The quality of your data and how it’s matched to 

our shopping catalog will dictate this relevance.   

  

Unique criteria such as the Manufacturer’s Product Number (MPN), the Universal Product Code 

(UPC)  or the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) allow us to automatically match your offers 

to the products in our catalog.   

  

We highly recommend  that you submit data for as many optional fields as possible. Please bear in 

mind that the more information you can offer in your feed, the easier it will be for users to find your 

products on Bing Shopping.  More specifically:  

  

Category information: Detailed category information will allow users to find your products by 

browsing through product categories. Category information is required for merchants selling 

Adult products. 

 

Brand information: Brand information will enable a faceted search experience where users 

can find your products by brand. 

 

Additional data columns beyond those we require and recommend will be stored and not published.  

  

 

Optimizing Your Offers For Search 

Data Feed 
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Adult 

Arts & Crafts 

Baby & Nursery  

Beauty & Fragrance  

Books & Magazines  

Cameras & Optics  

Car & Garage  

Clothing & Shoes  

Collectibles & Memorabilia   

Computing    

Electronics   

Flowers  

Gourmet Food & Chocolate  

Health & Wellness  

Home Furnishings  

Jewelry & Watches  

Kitchen & Housewares  

Lawn & Garden  

Miscellaneous  

Movies  

Music  

Musical Instruments  

Office Products  

Pet Supplies  

Software  

Sports & Outdoors  

Tools & Hardware  

Toys  

Travel   

Vehicles  

Video Games  

 

Providing the B_Category attribute offers us additional information 

we can use to categorize your products 
 

Please use one of the following for each offer provided in your data feed: 

Data Feed 
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Feed Submission Methods and Setup 
 

How to successfully deliver your feed to us 



1) Microsoft Download 2) Merchant Upload 

33 

There are two methods under the Catalog Management tab to provide data feeds to us: 
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Microsoft Download 



1) Create the data feed according to the specs and place it on your webserver 

• An example feed URL looks like: http://www.YourWebsite.com/bingshopping.txt 

2) Test and make sure the URL works and the file is accessible 

3) Go to the Catalog Management tab in your Bing Shopping account 

4) Select Microsoft Download in the How to Provide Feed Files section 

5) Insert the data feed URL into the Source URL input box and click Save 

• If applicable, provide the login and password to access the file 

1 Microsoft Download Method 
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The Microsoft Download method allows Bing Shopping to pull a merchant‟s feed from a 

source URL specified by the merchant. 

 

When this option is selected, we pull your data feed daily and upload the most recent file 

onto our server. Please allow up to 48 hours for a data feed update to take effect. 

 
 

Please follow the steps below to utilize this option: 



Once your account is activated, you will see a time stamp history for the Feed File Created and Last 

Feed Updated under the Catalog Settings section in less than 24 hours: 

1 Microsoft Download Method 
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Microsoft Upload 



1) Go to the Catalog Management tab in your Bing Shopping account 

2) Select Microsoft Upload in the How to Provide Feed Files section 

3) Fill the Feed file name input box and click Save 

• Make sure it matches the file name of the feed you upload, or your file will not 

be processed by our servers 

4) Go to the FTP Settings tab and create an FTP login and password then click Save 

5) Download and install an FTP client software such as FileZilla 

6) Enter ftp://feeds.adcenter.microsoft.com for the host/server name (Port 21) and log in 

using the FTP credential created in step 4 

7) Upload your feed into the main directory only (not the batch folder) 

2 Microsoft Upload Method 
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The Microsoft Upload method allows merchants to provide their data feed manually via 

an FTP client software such as FileZilla, CoreFTP, etc. 

 

When this option is selected, Bing shopping requires a data feed upload at a minimum of 

every 30 days and maximum of once per day. If this requirement is not met, merchant 

products will begin failing to display. Please allow up to 48 hours for a data feed update 

to take effect. 

 
Please follow the procedure below to utilize this option: 



The file should disappear in a few seconds after being uploaded in the main directory. A few minutes later a log 

entry is created in the RecentUploads.txt file to confirm a successful upload. This means that the feed was 

picked up and processed by our servers.   

2 Microsoft Upload Method 
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In a few hours, you 

will see a time 

stamp history for 

the feed file 

creation and last 

feed updated under 

the Catalog 

Settings section  
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Feed Submission Troubleshooting 



Microsoft Download troubleshooting steps: 

 

1) Test to ensure the feed URL is formatted correctly and is accessible through a browser 

2) If the file is password protected, make sure to provide the credentials in the Catalog Management page 

3) The feed is one of the 3 acceptable file types: txt, txt.gz, or zip 

4) After the steps above, If your account is active and you still don’t see a feed file creation time stamp after 24 hours, 

please contact freeshop@microsoft.com including your adCenter account number and we will assist you 

 

Microsoft Upload troubleshooting steps: 

 

1) Ensure the feed filename matches what you have set in your account under the Catalog Management tab  

2) The feed is one of the 3 acceptable file types: txt, txt.gz, or zip 

3) The feed is uploaded in the main directory (where the other two text files are) and not the batch folder 

4) If you can’t login using your FTP credentials, go to the FTP Settings tab and check your FTP account status: 

• If the status indicates Inactive, your FTP account is disabled. Please contact freeshop@microsoft.com + account number 

• If the status indicates Active, try resetting your password in the FTP Settings tab. Wait 15 minutes and then try logging in again 

5) After the steps above, upload your feed and If you still don’t see a feed file creation time stamp in a few hours or you 

are encountering other issues, please contact freeshop@microsoft.com including your adCenter account number 
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Feed Upload/Download Issues 

mailto:freeshop@microsoft.com
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Deals 
 

How to create Offer Level Deals 



Offer level deals are designed to show discounts on individual items. Please include 

the deals and their associated deal attributes in your regular offer feed. 

 

Examples:   

• 25% off the Ginsu Chef’s knife. 

• 30% off Nike Air Jordan Millennium edition 

 

Please note that in each case the deal applies to an individual offer – not a group of 

offers, a category, or all products in a merchant’s inventory. Additionally, we will not 

accept deals containing disclaimers or conditions. For example: 50% off if you use 

your Store Credit Card.   

  

 
 

Important: The Deal Fields in the Bing Shopping feed should only be populated for offers containing a temporary 

price reduction.  Normal offer “stack ranking” practices will still apply to these offers, so showing a discounted 

price for every offer in your feed will not improve your relevance.  Please use the deal fields for specially priced 

items only. 

 

Offer Level Deals 

Deals 
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Header Value Required Description Data Type Min 
Length/
Value  

Max 
Length/
Value 

Sample Additional Notes 

PriceWithDiscount Required Discounted price for 
the product.  Value 
must be less than 
list price.  This 
should indicate 
temporary price 
reduction.   

Decimal 50 N/A 15.25 Please do not misuse this field to 
make retail prices appear to be 
discounted.  Please only use this 
field for items that have 
temporary (i.e. promotional) 
special pricing. 

DealDescription Recommended General description 
of the deal 

String N/A 5,000 For a limited time, 
get $5 off Acme 
toothbrush.   

Please focus on the deal as 
opposed to the product. 

DealURL Required URL for the deal String N/A 2,000 HTTP only, no HTTPS. No IP 
addresses. Robots.txt must 
enabled for Bing Shopping to 
crawl the site. 

DealStartDateTime Required Date and Time the 
deal is available to 
customers 

UTC DateTime N/A N/A YYYY-MM-
DDThh:mm  
(eg 1997-07-
16T19:20) 

Please note that this date should 
be sent in UTC format. 

DealExpirationDateTime Required Date and Time the 
deal will expire 

UTC DateTime N/A N/A YYYY-MM-
DDThh:mm   
(eg 1997-07-
16T19:20) 

Please note that this date should 
be sent in UTC format. .   
  
If not provided Deal will expire in 
24 hrs after submission 

DealPromotionalCode Recommended Coupon code for the 
deal if applicable 

String N/A 15 EACLUVAIR   

DealLocation Optional Shows the location 
associated with each 
deal by store 
location ID.  Values 
must be comma 
delineated 

String 1 N/A 77455, 99874, 
44900 

Offer Level Deals (Add these columns to your regular feed) 



Deals Feed Example and Guidelines 
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Please note that: 

• Offer level Deal fields are added to the regular offer feed 

• PricewithDiscount, DealURL, DateStartDate, and DealExpirationDateTime are required fields for any Deals submitted 

Please read these common issues and key reminders to successfully publish your offers: 

 

 For an offer level deals feed, ensure you include all eleven required columns in orange above (your products will not display if 

any one of these fields are missing) 

 Open your feed in Notepad or Notepad++ and remove any extra tabs you have at the end of each row 

 No $ sign in the price values and no lbs in shipping weights (only numbers limited to 2 decimal places) 

 No quotations wrapping any values and no HTML encoding (you can use Notepad or Notepad++ to check and remove them) 

 Do not include invalid columns such as: color, quantity, etc (use only the attributes above) 

 Make sure you do not misspell the header row titles (no spaces before/after/between words) 

 Submit a feed in DOS/Windows formatting and UTF-8 encoding. No UNIX or MAC ANSI (you can use Notepad++ to check this) 

 Your feed must be only one of three file types: txt, zip, or txt.gz (we do not accept xml, xlsx, csv, etc) 

MPID Title Brand MPN UPC ISBN SKU ProductURL Price Availability Description ImageURL Shipping 
MerchantC

ategory 
B_Category 

ShippingW

eight 
Condition Tax 

PriceWithD

iscount 
DealURL 

DealStartD

ateTime 

DealExpirationD

ateTime 

1064 

Cuisinart 

Chef's 7-

Piece 

Cookware 

Set 

Cuisinart 9945 

13763

92037

48 

1034 

http://www.

merchant.co

m/product.ht

ml 

19.99 In Stock 

Premium 

cookware with 

classic style but 

modern 

technology. 

http://imag

es.merchan

t.com/imag

e.gif 

US:::6.99 
Home | 

Kitchen 

Kitchen & 

Housewares 
2.52 New US::0: 14.99 

http://ww

w.merchan

t.com/annu

alsale 

2011-10-

28T05:00 

  

2011-10-

31T05:00 

  

1019 

All-Clad 

LTD Oval 

Bakers, 

Set of 2 

All-Clad 9945 

05647

38264

91 

1768 

http://www.

merchant.co

m/product.ht

ml 

29.97 Out of Stock 

This pair of 7 inch 

bakers is great to 

have on hand 

when you're 

cooking for two. 

http://imag

es.merchan

t.com/imag

e.gif 

US:::2.99 
Home | 

Kitchen 

Kitchen & 

Housewares 
1.51 New US::8.9: 19.99 

http://ww

w.merchan

t.com/buyo

negetfree 

  

2011-10-

28T05:00 

  

2011-10-

31T05:00 

  



Live Deals Example 

Deals 
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Crawlers and Robots.txt 
 

Bing crawler agents and requirements 

 



Bing Shopping may crawl the web pages that you provide in your offer feed. We do this to validate 

data and to get supplemental data to help users find your offers on Bing Shopping. Your web 

servers may not block crawling by bingbot or bingshoppingbot. Doing so would impede our 

ability publish your offers and make them most discoverable by users. This is a common issue 

where the image URLs are not crawlable and offers do not display. 

 

To ensure bingbot and bingshoppingbot can access your web pages, have your webmaster 

ensure that the robots.txt file on the web server does not disallow crawling by these agents. This 

includes any web pages used for click tracking which redirect to the product pages. 

  

Your webmaster may still disallow other pages that may have content not related to the merchant 

pages, such as your own website management pages. We would probably not try to fetch these 

pages in the first place, but random crawl by the core Bing crawler could find such pages by 

accident, so disallowing them is still ok. If your product URLs go through a click tracking page, you 

should not count page views by bingbot as customer views. 

 

The statement block below is recommended for all robots.txt files: 

User-agent: bingbot 

Disallow: 

Allow crawling of your website 
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Migration to AdCenter 
 

Steps to migrate your existing account 
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What is migration? 
 

Migration is the act of transferring your existing merchant center account to the new Bing shopping adCenter platform. 
 
Who is this procedure for? 
 

This is for anyone with an active or inactive account who was onboarded using the old merchant center platform which was 
shut down on Feb 28th 2011. All merchants with active accounts are required to migrate or their account will be closed. 
Inactive merchants can still migrate but will remain inactive. 
 
What does this ultimately mean? 
 

Currently, all new accounts are only onboarded to Bing Shopping via the adCenter platform. All Merchants with an old 
account can still migrate their existing account using the credentials they received from us before. 
 
Is Bing Shopping still a free program? 
 

Absolutely, there are still no click fees or sales commissions associated with Bing Shopping product listings. 
 
Do I have to migrate my account right now? 
 

Yes, the deadline already passed and in order to regain access to your store information you must follow this guide step by 
step to successfully migrate your account. 
 
What happens if I don‟t migrate my account? 
 

You will still be able to refresh your feed at your existing FTP location, but you will be unable to make any changes to your 
merchant information. 
 
What information will be migrated? (applies to active and inactive accounts) 
 

Please refer to page 53. 
 
I migrated but my account is still inactive. What is the next step? 
 

Please contact us at freeshop@microsoft.com and we will assist you. 
 
My account was active when I migrated but I don‟t see my products on Bing Shopping. What should I do? 
 

Please refer to the FAQ section on page 55 for more troubleshooting steps. 

mailto:freeshop@microsoft.com


Steps to Migrate 
 

This applies to merchants with active or inactive accounts: 
 

1. Follow the instructions on pages 9-12 then choose Migrate (one time only) your existing Merchant 
Center account  

2. Enter the username and password of your existing merchant center account 
Note: This is not your adCenter account credentials. Refer to page 54 if you encounter issues on this step 

3. Read and agree to the Terms of Use by clicking the check box and click Finish 
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Migration to AdCenter 



Done! You will be navigated to the Store Settings tab with all of your information transferred 

Migration to AdCenter 
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What will be migrated and next steps… 
 
 

Active merchants: 
 

1. All of the information you entered in merchant center will be migrated into your 
new adCenter Bing shopping account, including:  

• Store URL, Store description, Logo, Feed name and type, FTP settings, etc 

2. Your account and FTP stays active 

3. Your products will continue to display on Bing 
 

Inactive/Onboarding merchants: 
 

1. All of the information you entered in merchant center will be migrated into your 
new adCenter Bing shopping account, including:  

• Store URL, Store description, Logo, Feed name and type, FTP settings, etc 

2. Your account stays inactive but FTP is still active 

3. Your products will not display on Bing until you‟re activated 

4. Please contact us at freeshop@microsoft.com to get activated 
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Migration to AdCenter 

mailto:freehelp@microsoft.com


Merchant Center Credential Issues 
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Migration to AdCenter 

 My credentials do not work. What should I do? 
 

Ensure to use the full username given to you. A standard merchant center username 

looks like this: name@bing.com, name@freeshop.com, name@cashback.com 

 

 

 I am using the full username  and the latest password I have but still no luck. 

Why can‟t I still migrate? 
 

Ensure you click the terms of use check box before you click Finish. If you still cannot 

migrate, either your credentials are not setup correctly or the information you have is 

incorrect. In this case, please choose “Create New Account” and follow the steps on 

pages 12-20 to get your account activated. 
 

mailto:name@bing.com
mailto:name@freeshop.com
mailto:name@cashback.com
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FAQ 
 

Frequently Asked Questions 
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1 FAQ 

What is the preferred method for getting my offers on Bing Shopping? 
 

We recommend listing your products with us through our preferred partner, Shopping.com. Please contact their merchant support team 

merchantsupport@shopping.com and they will provide you with the details. You can find more information and review the benefits on pages 5-7. 

 

Why does my account status say “Pending Review”? 
 

If you have registered within the past few days then it means that the review team hasn‟t evaluated your account yet. Please wait a few more days to hear 

back from us. If you still see this status after 1-2 weeks from your registrations date, please contact us at freehelp@microsoft.com providing your 

adCenter account number and we will resolve the issue. 

 

I already submitted a data feed but haven‟t heard from the Bing Shopping team yet. What should I do? 
 

Once your account passes review check, we activate the account so if you submit a feed that passes validation, your products will appear on Bing 

shopping within 7-14 business days. Check the Recent Feeds section under the Catalog Management tab to ensure your feed was received. If so, check to 

make sure it abides by all the rules and specifications provided in this guide. If not, please follow pages 32-41 to successfully submit your feed to us. 

 

I have submitted a feed and the status indicates „ok‟ but still don‟t see my products on Bing Shopping. What is wrong? 
 

Check your account status on the Store Settings tab. If it is active and publishing, then ensure your feed abides by all the rules and specifications 

provided in this guide. If the status indicates “Pending Review”, please see the first question. If not, please see the product display troubleshooting page. 

For any other issues feel free to contact us at freeshop@microsoft.com including your adCenter account number for assistance. 

 

My account status indicates active under the Accounts & Billing tab but I still don‟t see my products on Bing Shopping. Why? 
 

The account status and other information under the Accounts & Billing tab only pertains to your adCenter account and has nothing to do with your Bing 

Shopping account status. Please refer to the QA above for more info. 

 

I can‟t upload a logo. Why do I get an error trying to upload every time? 
 

Please note that your logo must be 88 (width) by 31 (height) pixels. These dimensions are not in inch or percentage. File size must be less than 100KB as a 

.jpg, .gif or .png image that is not an animation. Your logo upload will go smoothly if it meets these requirements. 

 

I am using the Microsoft download/upload method to deliver my feed but why do I not see a confirmation that you received it? 
 

Check the Catalog Settings and Recent Feeds section under the Catalog Management tab of your Bing shopping account. If you do not see an entry or 

confirmation there, please follow pages 32-41 to submit your feed correctly. 

 

Why do I not see the Bing Shopping Account Management link under the Tools tab? 
 

1) Clear your browser‟s cache (temporary internet files, cookies, etc) and try again 2) Try using a different browser such as Firefox, Safari, etc 3) Install or 

update Microsoft Silverlight and try again. If none of these steps work, please send an email to freeshop@microsoft.com explaining the issue and provide: 

1) AdCenter account number 2) Computer IP address (http://www.whatismyip.com) 3) Your country code 4) Browser information. 

 

mailto:merchantsupport@shopping.com
mailto:freehelp@microsoft.com
mailto:freeshop@microsoft.com
mailto:freeshop@microsoft.com
http://www.whatismyip.com/
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2 FAQ 

How can I change my FTP username? 
 

Once the FTP username is created, we can no longer change it so please choose it carefully. 

 

How do I change or reset my FTP password? 
 

Go to the FTP Settings tab in your account. Type in your new password and click Save. Please remember that passwords must be at least 6 characters 

long, alphanumeric , and include a special character. 

 

I still can‟t login after resetting my FTP password. Why? 
 

Wait about 15 minutes after you reset your password and try logging in. Please refer to page 41 for more troubleshooting steps. 

 

I don‟t see an upload button in the Catalog Management/FTP Settings tab, or when I go to ftp://feeds.adcenter.microsoft.com. How do I upload my feed? 
 

To upload a feed you must download an FTP client software such as FileZilla or CoreFTP and connect to our FTP server using 

ftp://feeds.adcenter.microsoft.com as the host name and log in using the FTP credentials you created in the FTP Settings tab. Please refer to pages 32-41 

for detail instructions and troubleshooting. 

 

I have multiple websites. How do I manage them? 
 

You can create up to 3 adCenter accounts under the Accounts & Billing tab to manage multiple websites. To add a fourth account, adCenter requires you 

to add another credit card. Be assured that you will not be charged and this is just an adCenter requirement. 

 

I can‟t create an account under the Accounts & Billing tab. How do I create accounts? 
 

This is due to your status as a Premium Account, which allows you to be billed by Yahoo! In this case, you can either contact your account admin to 

create an account for you, or create a whole new adCenter customer account and designate it to Bing Shopping. 

 

I get an authorization failed error when trying to access the Tools tab or the Bing Shopping Account Management link? 
 

This means that you do not have access to the tab or link and you must contact the account owner/admin to create a profile for you with suitable rights to 

gain access. 

 

I am having issues with adCenter, or a particular tab or function doesn‟t work. Who should I contact? 
 

For any issue not regarding the Bing Shopping Account Management link or your Bing Shopping account please contact adCenter support for assistance. 

 

I don‟t see my store listed in the Bing shopping stores list. What is wrong? 

 

Please choose all categories applicable to your store under the Categories tab in your Bing shopping account and your store will be listed within a few 

days. If you‟ve already done this a while back and still don‟t see your store listed, send us an email to freehelp@microsoft.com providing us the issue 

details, the date you chose a category along with your adCenter account number. 

https://support.adcenter.microsoft.com/default.aspx?productkey=Adcenterss&mkt=en-us&st=1&wfxredirect=1
mailto:freehelp@microsoft.com


Here is a list of steps you can take to understand why your products are not displaying: 

 

1) Your account status is: Active (Publishing) 

• If you see Active (Not Publishing),  go to the “Catalog Management” tab and check the “Enable Feed Publishing” checkbox and 

click Save. Your products will begin displaying within 7-14 business days if you feed is according to specs. 

 

2) Your feed is according to all Bing shopping specs and guidelines 
 

3) Go to the “Catalog Management” tab to see if you‟ve successfully delivered a feed: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

• If you see “Never” such as the screen shot above, then there is no feed uploaded for you account. Refer to page 29 for feed 

submission methods and troubleshooting. 

 

4) Your “Last feed file updated” is less than 30 days old 

• Bing requires a feed upload every 30 days at a minimum. Upload a new feed and your products will start displaying in a few days. 

 

5) Your image URLs work and are not blocked from crawling by our agents in the robots.txt 

• Please refer to page 48 for more info on this. 

 

6) Search for your exact product titles on Bing shopping 

• Check to see if your offers are part of the matched group listings as well 
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Product Restrictions 
The following products are prohibited from Bing Shopping and should not be included in your feed: 

 
Body parts 

You may not submit content that facilitates or promotes, whether directly or indirectly, the sale of body parts or 

human remains. 

 

Illegal Drugs and paraphernalia 

You may not submit content that facilitates the distribution, use, or cultivation of illegal substances, substances of 

questionable legality, or substances whose primary purpose seems to be recreational mind alteration. You may not 

submit content that facilitates the distribution of drug paraphernalia, which is defined as any legitimate equipment, 

product, or material that is modified for making, using, or concealing recreational drugs. 

 

Non-Certified On-Line Pharmacies 

Online pharmacies (including pet pharmacies) that promote prescription drugs to customers must be accredited by 

the National Association Boards of Pharmacy (NABP) Verified Internet Pharmacy Practice Sites (VIPPS) program 

in order to submit Content.  

 

Gaming/gambling 

You may not submit content that facilitates or promotes gambling of any kind, including without limitation, any 

online casinos, sports books, bingo, or poker. 

 

Illegal weapons 

You may not submit content that facilitates or promotes, whether directly or indirectly, the sale of illegal knives or 

other illegal weapons. 

 

Multiple Stores 

You may not submit identical offers from multiple storefronts that you own. 

 

**Adult content must be properly labeled in the category section of your feed as Adult. 

Appendix B 


